WOOL PATIENT PARTICIPATION GROUP
Minutes of the meeting held on 5th February 2019
1.	Welcome and Apologies
Apologies were received from:   Katrina Dymond, Jane McKaigg, Christine Udall, Stuart Green, Dr Allison French
Present:	Mick Glassborrow (Chairman), Jill Withey, Noelle Gormley, Val Wilson,  David Mouser, Theresa Cook,  Tony Medley, Barry Dyke, Clare Smith, Jan Burt 
The chairman welcomed the attendees and gave the list of apologies.
3.	Minutes of the last meeting.  The minutes of the meeting held on 27th November 2018 were agreed.
4.	Matters arising.
a.	Emergency Appointments System.  The new system is designed to create more time for routine appointments.  Jan reported that it is working but fewer appointments will be available in the immediate future because the new partner who was due to commence work on 4th February has withdrawn at the last minute.  The post is being re-advertised.  Jan said that practices will be working together more in the future because recruitment is a problem across the board.
b.	Availability of medicines after 29th March 2019.  A letter had been received from the Government Chief Pharmaceutical Officer regarding the stockpiling of prescription drugs in the event of there being supply problems after Brexit on 29th March.  The advice was that six weeks of drugs were being stockpiled to cover any immediate shortages.  Jan reported that the surgery was not allowed to stockpile drugs.
c.	Bereavement Support/Dementia Awareness.  A new Bereavement Group commenced after Christmas.   Val said that the previous group had been successful and the members now meet socially outside of the group.  
Dementia Awareness.  Val said that “Time for a cuppa” events for Dementia UK to raise funds for the Admiral Nurse had been organised for 5th March in the surgery, 2nd March in Wareham Town Hall and 7th March at the County Market.  

5.	Upcoming Meetings.  None had been attended.
6.	PPG Recruitment.  Clare said she had not yet put the details on Facebook.  There was a discussion on what should be posted on Facebook.  Mick suggested that the details could be taken from the details displayed on the notice board which outlines what the PPG does and gives details of who to contact for anyone who would wish to join.  Barry produced a flier, a copy of which is attached to the minutes.  It was agreed that this should be split into two and posted on Facebook as two separate items, the first of which would cover the subject of recruitment to the PPG and the second to cover the problems caused by non- attendance for appointments by patients.  Clare agreed to send a copy of the posts to Jan before actioning them.
David asked if patients who persistently did not attend for appointments could be removed from the list.  Jan said she would look into it but thought that patients could only be removed for abusive behaviour.

7.	AOB 
 Barry reported that a 92 year old patient had been turned away from the surgery and advised to make a routine appointment because their problem was not of an urgent nature.  They had then had to walk home.  Jan said she would investigate the matter.
Clare said she had received feedback on the emergency appointment system  One patient had felt belittled when they had been told their appointment was not an emergency.  Other patients however had praised the system.
8.	Date of Next Meeting  -  Tuesday 9th April 2019  at 1730 hours.

